THE LEADER LAB
SAMPLE PROGRAMMING
MODULE 1

Leading in Today’s World of Work:
Uncover the wider potential of your leadership by exploring how the leader’s journey of vision, values, mission, strengths and barriers furthers your capabilities.

MODULE 2

You as a Leader:
Expand your self-awareness to clarify your most effective way to lead people. Do this by connecting your emotional intelligence to your leadership development and by completing the scientifically validated EQi Assessment.

MODULE 3

Team Building and Engagement
Discover the importance of engagement while deeply exploring new insights into leading next-generation employees.

MODULE 4

Communication
Refine a fundamental skill set of leading others the ability to communicate effectively. Prepare to learn, practice and build confidence in your ability to effectively communicate.

MODULE 5

Performance
Learn how to drive team performance to meet and communicate the vision and metrics your organization.

MODULE 6

Future Growth
This workshop will involve discussion around the effectiveness of the new approaches that were applied during your Lab time. Leave with a formalized direction, a plan for tangible impact, and new tools to continue future growth for you as a leader in your organization.

LEADER LAB TIME 4-6 WEEKS